TransRoad
The software for transport
and shipping management
in the Cloud

OUR PURPOSE

“We unite experts to create
a more conscious economy”
Cost-effective ecosystems are stable when they make value-added
synergies possible for the stakeholders. Together we design digitally
controlled economic spaces of the future.

We are ecovium. We develop software and hardware solutions for
logistics that make work easier for you as the user and from which
industry and society benefit alike.
Global networks, time pressures and rapidly growing commodity flows in a
continuously changing world: the resilience of the delivery chains is becoming a
crucial test for our ecosystem. The complex logistic challenges can only be overcome with clever cooperation and digitally controlled processes.
Over 300 people are involved in the development of intelligent logistics IT at
ecovium. With passion and experience, we improve the flexibility and networking
of business processes and make them more sustainable, both ecologically and
economically.
TransRoad software for transport and shipping management
In TransRoad, we present a versatile and easy to use Cloud-based software
solution that is aimed especially at the transport industry and with which you
have full control over all processes and costs from day 1. Not only you, but also
your partners and customers gain from the fast and much simpler processes.
With software solutions like TransRoad and the matching hardware, we are
paving the way for the digital transformation of logistics. Join us!

Learn more about us:
ecovium.com
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TRANSPORT AND
SHIPPING MANAGEMENT

At last - transport management software with
which you can hit the ground running

TransRoad
Low-cost Cloud TMS
with quick-start guarantee

You don’t need any server infrastructure of
your own, just a browser to be able to use the
Cloud solution with all its functions right away.
The implementation by our experts is completed
in a very short time, either on-site or remotely.
TransRoad covers all important areas of
transport management, from route planning
to invoicing. Despite the enormous range of
functions, the software is self-explanatory
and runs (almost) on its own. And if you should
have any questions, our Service team will be
glad to help.
Hit the ground running:
- All-inclusive TMS,
immediately usable with no server
infrastructure of your own
- Low procurement costs thanks to
SaaS model
- Fast implementation
- Intuitive operation thanks to modern
graphic interface
- Individual configuration of work flows
- Modular structure for maximum flexibility
- Comprehensive update and data protection
concept in the Cloud

Further information at:
ecovium.com/en/solutions/transport-management
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TRANSPORT AND

THE MOST IMPORTANT SOFTWARE FUNCTIONS

SHIPPING MANAGEMENT

Master data
- Current scheduling availability, tariffs and conditions at all times
- Overview of available loading equipment
- Integrated personnel management tool

Order management
- Individually configurable input masks and project plans
- Automated creation of orders including data checking
- Automated EDI with different transmission formats

TransRoad
Everything under control

Billing
- Automated invoicing
- Creation of contractor invoices
- Open item management and reminders included

Controlling
- Clearly visualised key figures on the dashboard
- Individual evaluations in tabular and pivot form
- Extensive standard evaluations

Automated work flows
- E-mail with link to shipment tracking for all participants
- Automatic POD dispatch after delivery
- Extensive rule collection for legally secure data determination and checking

Transport management
- Creation of clear vehicle schedules
- Flexible work flows for all projects, including hazardous goods transport
- Comprehensive management of loading equipment

Further information at:
ecovium.com/en/solutions/transport-management
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TRANSPORT AND
SHIPPING MANAGEMENT

TransRoad
Cloud technology for
mobile logistics

All you need for your mobile future is Internet access.
Complex delivery chains necessitate comprehensive, digitally supported process
management. At the same time, the software must be fast and reliable in use.
In TransRoad you have a solution for transport management and shipment
logistics that meets these requirements
TransRoad
- simplifies your business processes
- networks the stakeholders in your logistics ecosystem
- guarantees a time and cost-saving implementation
- facilitates entry to digital management and controlling
- can be adapted and scaled flexibly to suit your requirements
- is a secure Cloud solution that you can access at any time
All the information you need is updated in real-time and displayed clearly on a
single user interface. The control of your complete transport logistics is possible from anywhere, as the software is located – well-secured – in a Community
Cloud operated by us or in a private Cloud.

Further information at:
ecovium.com/en/solutions/transport-management
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TRANSPORT AND

AREAS OF APPLICATION

SHIPPING MANAGEMENT

Paper and packaging
With TransRoad you get an individually tailored solution for the transport
of paper and cardboard of all kinds, be it raw paper, cellulose or
packaging materials.

Building contractors

TransRoad
Takes up your
transport challenge

With TransRoad you guarantee the timely provision of building
materials and construction machinery and shorten your yard time.

Health service providers
With TransRoad you can organise your time-critical business processes.
The Cloud solution makes flexible control possible – even when you’re
out of the office.

Hazardous goods transport
With TransRoad you can manage your hazardous goods safely. On the basis
of hazardous goods master data, individual additional notes and references
to further regulations can be stored.

Retailers and wholesalers
With TransRoad you can control the entire flow of commodities from the
supplier to the end consumer – flexibly and from a central point.

Further information at:
ecovium.com/en/solutions/transport-management
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TRANSPORT AND
SHIPPING MANAGEMENT

TransRoad supports you in controlling complex transport logistics and
making the right decisions on the basis of robust data, because while
you have all the relevant information in view, the digital processes
that are critical for the business are running reliably and securely in
the background.

TransRoad
New ways with digital
logistics solutions

Think outside the box with us, or: about the entire supply chain.
At ecovium, we develop specialised software solutions for all areas of
logistics, especially for foreign trade and customs, warehousing,
dispatch and transport, in combination with the matching hardware
and competent IT consulting. Can you imagine the synergies that are
created by a common digital ecosystem?
We can! Together we can make an even bigger contribution to
a resilient and future-oriented economy.
Let’s get started.

Further information at:
ecovium.com/en/solutions/transport-management
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TransRoad
The software for transport
and shipping management
in the Cloud

ecovium GmbH
Justus-von-Liebig-Str. 3
31535 Neustadt
Germany
T +49 5206 91060
E sales@transport.ecovium.com
W ecovium.com

